Abstract. With the significant increase of the average lifespan in the industrial world, the number of elderly people, as a proportion of the total population, has risen dramatically. It has been estimated that this trend will accelerate and that, by the year 2020, the number of people aged >80 years will soar by 135%. With age being the greatest risk factor for prostate cancer, this disease has understandably become one of the greatest public health concerns. Recently, considerable attention has been focused on prostate cancer management in the elderly, with specific emphasis on the question of whether, or not, it should differ from that of younger patients. We thoroughly reviewed the existing evidence on screening, diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer in the elderly and concluded that age alone should not constitute an obstruction for optimal treatment administration. Physicians treating aged prostate cancer patients should be trained in an individualized approach, based on clinical performance status and comorbidities.

The last half century has been marked by a significant shift in the age distribution of the general population. An enormous increase in the number of elderly people as a proportion of the total population is the most obvious feature of this demographic change. It has been estimated that this trend will accelerate and that, by the year 2020, the number of people aged >80 years will soar by 135%. It is also important to consider that these older individuals can anticipate a longer life, with the concomitant risk of cancer increasing (1, 2). Although the average life expectancy for men is 70-75 years, those who attain the mean can look forward to living an additional 14 years, those reaching 80-85 years can expect a further 8 years of life and those alive at 85 years can anticipate to live for another 6 years (3). The risk of developing cancer increases with advancing age up to the age of 80-85 years and then declines. It has been estimated that, in the near future, 70% of cancers will arise in the over 65-year age group (4, 5). Normal aging refers to a common complex of diseases that characterize many of the elderly. However, not all individuals age in the same manner. Some acquire diseases and impairments, while others experience "successful" aging, which is not accompanied by debilitating disease and disability. The percentage of the latter is augmenting.

Age is the greatest risk factor for prostate cancer. In autopsy studies, the prevalence of the disease is about 30% in men aged over 50 years, while foci of adenocarcinoma occur in virtually all men aged over 90 years. As a result of increased life expectancy, there are now many more elderly men with prostate cancer (6, 7). Recently, considerable attention has been focused on prostate cancer management in the aged, with specific emphasis on the question of whether, or not, it should differ from that of younger patients.

Elderly Patients and Co-existing Diseases

Ageing is a complex biological process. In addition to previously discussed increases in the incidence of malignant diseases, a variety of non-malignant diseases also become more common. The most common co-existing diseases in elderly patients with cancer are arthritis, hypertension, digestive tract ailments, cardiac and respiratory disorders (8). These co-existing conditions vary and many patients experience a number of fundamental tissue and organ function disturbances.

Of vital importance is the patient’s underlying mental state. Mental function disturbances and depressive disorders
frequently complicate elderly patient care, impairing their ability to fully understand the disease and its management, thereby restricting optimal therapy. Furthermore, the existence of co-morbid conditions can have a significant impact on the diagnostic process and subsequent therapeutic interventions, by reducing the ability of elderly patients to tolerate these procedures.

In circumstances where treatment options are not limited by the presence of severe co-existing diseases, the elderly should not be offered management strategies that differ from those used for younger patients (9-11). Although the age of 70 years is frequently used as a cut-off point between different management strategies, a life expectancy of 10 years is probably more important than chronological age per se.

**Diagnosis and Screening of Prostate Cancer in the Elderly**

With the development of prostate specific antigen (PSA) testing, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) and TRUS-guided biopsy, screening for prostate cancer is now a realistic goal (12, 13). Until recently, routine PSA screening for prostate cancer was controversial and opinion on its utility was divided. Now, the American Cancer Society, the American Urological Association and the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force on Periodic Health Examination favor routine screening. While the use of PSA to diagnose subclinical prostatic carcinoma is controversial in younger men, it is easier to be categorical in older men (14, 15). Most authorities agree that there is no indication for routine screening in men aged 75 years and older or those with a medical status that renders them unlikely to live long enough for prostate cancer to become symptomatic. There is a consensus that PSA should only be measured in the elderly if there is clinical evidence of prostate cancer (16, 17). Most urinary symptoms in the elderly are not due to cancer and a marginally raised PSA level frequently causes confusion. The mean size of the prostate gland increases with age due to the development of benign prostate hyperplasia and this can account for low-level elevated PSA values. The concept of age-related PSA is useful. Age-specific reference ranges were proposed, since PSA values and prostatic volume normally increase with age. In fact, the level of PSA above which investigation is appropriate increases with age and an 80-year-old man can be reassured that, for him, a PSA of 6.0 is normal (18). Use of such adjusted reference ranges would increase the test’s sensitivity in younger men and its specificity in older men. As a result, there would be a reduction in the number of biopsies performed, but it is likely that large numbers of organ-confined tumors would be diagnosed, with questionable benefit for elderly, asymptomatic, patients.

PSA has proved most helpful in elderly men with possible prostate cancer symptoms (e.g. back or other bone pain) because serum PSA is a good marker of tumor volume; the higher the level, the greater the likelihood of extraprostatic disease. Although the patient could still have localized early disease that is unlikely to cause significant problems, a PSA of less than 10 ng/ml excludes advanced prostate cancer. However, a PSA of less than 10 ng/ml could be associated with advanced high-grade prostate cancer, in androgen-deficient elderly patients. If the PSA is >100 ng/ml, it is diagnostic of prostate cancer and usually is associated with metastatic disease (19). PSA tests merely identify those for whom a biopsy should be considered.

Transrectal ultrasound may demonstrate lesions in the prostate gland that are not palpable on rectal examination. However, its main use is in guiding needle biopsy. TRUS-guided biopsy is an uncomfortable procedure and its value in older men is limited. It is recommended for patients in whom the initial biopsy is negative, although there is strong indication that they may have the disease (20). The false-negative rate is about 25%. Considering both the morbidity and discomfort of the approach, histological confirmation is somewhat academic, since a negative biopsy does not rule out the presence of prostate cancer (21-24).

**Staging of Prostate Cancer in the Elderly**

Staging of prostate cancer includes a bone scan, CT scan and, in the past, an acid phosphatase measurement. With the increasing use of PSA measurement, most urologists are dropping these tests since the results are rarely positive when PSA levels are less than 10 ng/ml. For patients with PSA values higher than 20 ng/ml, imaging studies must be performed (25, 26). PSA is a good marker for tumor volume and an important survival predictor. Men older than 60 years with cancers smaller than 0.5 ml in volume are unlikely to live long enough for the tumor to grow and metastasize (27). However, volume is difficult to estimate accurately before surgery. As a surrogate marker, it has been suggested that a tumor-containing core length of 3 mm or more on one of six biopsy cores indicates a tumor volume of more than 0.5 ml.

It is a fact that, in everyday clinical practice, elderly individuals with prostate cancer compatible symptoms receive sub-optimal diagnostic evaluation. A chart review study was performed in 242 prostate cancer patients to determine whether age influenced their physicians’ staging strategies. This model indicated that men received less intensive diagnostic evaluations as a function of age, even when the symptoms, co-morbidities and hospitalization were taken into account. The investigators suggested that older prostate cancer patients appear less likely to receive intensive clinical staging and therapy (28).

A number of other molecular staging strategies are currently being evaluated. The reverse transcriptase-
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay, targeted against PSA or prostatic-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), can detect occult prostate cancer cells at sites distant from the primary tumor. Another test under investigation is the measurement of telomerase activity, since high levels are frequently found in men with poorly-differentiated prostate tumors. Whether this assay can differentiate between aggressive and more indolent forms of prostate cancer requires further investigation. Currently, such molecular staging techniques are not being used in clinical practice and carry a significant cost implication. However, if proven successful, they have the added benefit of being less invasive and, thus, more acceptable to elderly patients.

Age and Histological Grade in Prostate Cancer

The relationship of age to histological grade of malignancy has received little attention in the medical literature. Studying the relationship between age and survival in 597 prostate carcinoma patients in England, Smedley et al. demonstrated that neither grading based on a modification of the Gleason score, nor survival were related to age at diagnosis (29). The same relationship was studied in 44,300 cases in Sweden; survival was decreased by about 10% in men younger than 45 and older than 75, when compared to those aged between 46 and 74 years at diagnosis, but the effect of histological grade on survival was not examined (30).

Borec et al. studied 4,968 cases of prostatic carcinoma, which were stratified into age groups and classified as either well-differentiated (Grades I and II) or poorly-differentiated (Grades III and IV). The cases were distributed by stage as follows: local 3,451 (75%), regional 509 (11%) and distant 636 (14%). The findings indicated that, when all stages of prostatic carcinoma were considered together, there was a direct relationship between tumor grade and patient age. In fact, it was suggested that, in the elderly, clinically apparent prostatic carcinoma is more likely to be high grade. The authors concluded that, in aged patients, there are two varieties of prostatic cancer that differ in their biological behavior: the well-differentiated type may have no ability to spread beyond the prostate while the undifferentiated type is more aggressive (31). An alternative interpretation by the Stanford University group related differentiation directly to tumor volume and evidence of spread beyond the prostate (32). In older patients, increasing tumor volume was accompanied by a rise in the number of poorly-differentiated tumors (33).

The trend towards increased grade with advanced age becomes clear when all stages of the disease are considered together. However, this trend is mainly seen in patients with localized disease and not observed in patients with distant metastases. This apparent discrepancy between patients with localized disease and patients with regional or distant spread may be due to the biological behavior of prostatic carcinoma.

Management of Localized Disease in the Elderly

Many aspects of prostate cancer management are controversial. Curative treatment is only considered possible if the tumor is confined to the prostate gland without invasion of the capsule. Options for the management of cancer confined to the prostate gland include watchful observation, radical prostatectomy, external beam radiotherapy, brachytherapy and cryosurgery (34-36). Elderly patients are often excluded from participating in clinical trials on the basis of their age alone, while this could instead be used as one of the inclusion criteria. In fact, more recent studies have suggested that older patients frequently wish to be involved in the decision-making process and opt for treatments comparable to those chosen by younger patients (37).

Confined cancer in this age group is usually managed expectantly. Observation is the preferred approach outside the United States and is fairly common even within the United States for stage A (nonpalpable) cancers. In watchful waiting, as it is alternatively known, the watching is of vital importance. The patient is observed to ensure that if and when an indication for treatment arises, it will lead to prompt consideration of therapeutic intervention. The reason for surveillance is that the majority of cancers will not progress sufficiently rapidly to endanger the life of the patient. With the possible exception of poorly-differentiated tumors, confined disease is only considered a threat to those with a life expectancy of more than 10 years (38). One recent study in Sweden found that the survival of patients with localized disease, who either deferred or received early treatment, was similar (39). Another study reported that men aged 65 to 75 years, with low-grade localized prostate cancer (Gleason score 2 to 4), who were untreated or received only hormone therapy, had the same survival as a control population of men of the same age, i.e. they had a 13% risk of dying within 10 years. However, the risk of dying within 10 years was 24% and 46%, respectively, for men with moderate (Gleason score 5 to 7) and high-grade (Gleason score 8 to 10) disease (40).

Men in their mid 70's or older, who have low- to moderate-grade localized prostate cancer, are good candidates for observation management. The same applies for men aged 65 or over who have low-grade disease or minimal tumor volume. Men at greater risk of progression may also consider this approach, since currently available treatments have not been shown to control poorly-differentiated disease. In fact, treatment outcomes for localized disease with surgery or radiation therapy are
equally effective in patients with a life expectancy of less than 10 years. Furthermore, the benefit of observation is the avoidance of complications that can occur following aggressive treatment. Another consideration is that, as men live longer, their expectations change. Sexual activity remains important for many elderly men. It is, however, important to inform patients that withholding potentially curative treatment carries the risk of tumor progression and metastasis.

**Radical Retropubic Prostatectomy in the Elderly**

Elderly patients with surgically resectable prostate cancer require different considerations unique to their age group when this is an option. Even those without significant medical problems may have a prolonged recovery period and be at increased risk of surgical complications. The risk of these complications must be considered in light of the probability of non-cancer-related morbidity and mortality (41).

Surgical resection is considered by many surgeons to be the treatment of choice for healthy men with localized prostate cancer and a life expectancy of more than 10 years. Several investigators have suggested that radical therapy should be withheld from patients with a life expectancy of less than 10 years. The appropriate candidates for surgery are men in reasonably good health, aged 73 years or younger, with a tumor confined to the prostate gland. The morbidity and mortality of pelvic surgery in elderly patients have been examined and it was found that, in well-selected patients, the surgical outcome is positive. In a Mayo Clinic study conducted from 1966-1988, 191 patients who were <55 years old and 51 elderly patients aged >75 years old underwent radical retropubic prostatectomy. Compared with the younger cohort, the elderly patients had a higher stage and two-thirds of them had no perioperative complications. None of the elderly patients died within 5 years of the operation. However, the incidence of respiratory distress and significant urinary incontinence was greater in the elderly patients, while only they experienced delirium or confusion. The major criticism of these studies is that the older patients were well-selected, healthy men.

Unfortunately, in many patients, radical surgery does not appear to improve survival. Lu-Yao and associates found that 24% of men with organ-confined disease at the time of surgery required additional treatment within 5 years of undergoing radical prostatectomy (42). Even when the disease is confined within the prostate gland, radical surgery may be inappropriate for very old patients. All major pelvic surgery carries a high risk of deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, as well as cardiovascular and infective complications. Elderly patients are more susceptible to such complications. They also accrue less benefit from nerve-sparing techniques; 80% of patients over 70 years are impotent after radical prostatectomy (43). A chart review study of 216 non-metastatic prostate cancer patients, treated in 10 Southern California hospitals during the years 1980-1982, has been conducted. There were significant variations in treatment intensity as a function of patient age. These data indicated that physicians and patients considered the likelihood of tolerating the therapy when deciding on therapy. The American College of Physicians has concluded that radical prostatectomy potentially adds 3 years of life to men in their 50's, 1.5 years to men in their 60's and 0.4 years to men in their 70's.

**Radiation Treatment of Elderly Patients with Prostate Cancer**

One of the treatment options presented to patients with localized prostate cancer is radiation therapy. A major concern has been the suggestion that elderly patients are unable to tolerate the conventional radiotherapy treatment schedules. However, this is not necessarily the case and many elderly patients can tolerate radiotherapy treatment as well as younger patients (44, 45).

The U.S. national prostate cancer surveys, conducted by the Patterns of Care Study in Radiation Oncology along with the Fox Chase Cancer Center's Department of Radiation Oncology prostate cancer database, have been used to compare processes and outcomes of conventional and conformal three-dimensional (3D) radiation treatment in elderly and younger patients (46). Their data are the result of four national surveys conducted to evaluate 2210 patients treated for prostate cancer in 1973, 1978, 1983 and 1989. The results demonstrated the dramatic shift in the median age of patients treated with radiation therapy in the United States from 65 years in 1973 to 72 years in 1979. From 1973 to 1989, the 70-year or older age group increased from 28% to 63% of the population, the 75-year or older age group increased from 10% to 35%, and patients older than 80 years increased from 3% to 9%. The data suggested no significant differences in late complications of treatment between the two patient age groups (<70 years, >70 years). There was a significant decrease of 1.2 Gy in dose for older patients, but this was not thought to be biologically significant. Conventional radiotherapy techniques were associated with an increase in acute (during treatment) symptoms for patients older than 65. With modern 3D conformal therapy, which uses computer modeling to reconstruct the tumor and shielding to protect surrounding normal tissues, high doses can be delivered to the prostate from outside the body without causing an extensive amount of injury to the skin and adjacent tissues, such as the small bowel, posterior wall of the rectum, anal canal and urethra. When the conformal technique was used, the rate of acute symptoms decreased.
by half, with older and younger patients experiencing the same rate of acute symptoms (47, 48). Cohort studies of patients with clinically localized prostate cancer treated with radiation therapy found that overall survival at 10 years was not different from that for age-matched controls. It has been shown that long-term clinical control is confirmed by a normal PSA in 88% of 10-year survivors of prostate cancer (49-51). Radiation therapy of localized prostate carcinoma is as effective as surgery, while for locally advanced disease, radiotherapy is preferred to surgery, due to fewer associated complications. As for interstitial brachytherapy, there are no studies to suggest that this treatment cannot be used in the elderly.

Management of Extraprostatic Disease in the Elderly

Metastatic prostate cancer is treated with hormone therapy, aimed at removing the sources of androgen or testosterone in the body. This can be accomplished through bilateral orchiectomy or medical castration. Diethylstilbestrol has also been used, but this non-steroidal estrogen has a higher rate of cardiovascular complications than other approaches (52). Management with luteinizing hormone-releasing analogs (e.g. leuprolrelin or goserelin), that diminish pituitary luteinizing hormone secretion and testicular testosterone production, is now favored by most clinicians (53). Hormone treatment may be more readily accepted in the elderly, being a reasonable alternative to TURP, especially in a man unfit for surgery. Men with prostate cancer presenting with urine retention will often be able to void urine spontaneously after a few weeks of hormone treatment (54, 55). Some clinicians favor total androgen ablation. This is achieved by therapy with anti-androgens (e.g. flutamide) whose action is to compete with circulating testosterone for androgen receptors. The adverse effects of hormone therapy include loss of libido and impotence, hot flashes and a small weight gain. Since the introduction of LHRH analogs, the number of elderly men undergoing orchiectomy has decreased. However orchiectomy has some advantages, such as simplicity, which is very important for an elderly immobile man with multiple diseases who may already be taking a wide variety of drugs.

Unfortunately, androgen deprivation therapy is not curative in extensive disease. After a period of time, androgen-resistant cells break through and spread, eventually causing death. Recent studies indicate that a patient whose cancer has become refractory to total androgen ablation may have a temporary remission of disease if anti-androgen therapy is withdrawn, but such responses are usually short-lived. The general consensus is that the majority of patients probably do not benefit from combined androgen ablation. If it has a role, it is probably in the younger patient with low volume disease.

Because hormone therapy primarily relieves metastatic disease symptoms, some clinicians believe that it should be held in reserve until symptoms develop; others favor initiating treatment as soon as metastatic disease is identified. However, early hormone therapy appears to offer no survival advantage over delayed hormone therapy (56, 57). Although advanced prostate cancer is incurable, the intervention of another disease may lead to the elderly man dying before this happens. The right decision in this case is to concentrate on prompt effective symptom palliation (57).

Symptom palliation is of paramount importance for elderly patients with metastatic prostate cancer. Analgesia, localized radiotherapy and administration of strontium-89 can usually control metastatic bone pain. The clinician must be alert for complications, notably spinal cord compression, that can often be prevented if radiotherapy is started at the first indication of symptoms and/or signs. Many men suffer from local progression and urinary symptoms or hematuria can often be palliated by a low dose of radiotherapy.

Ureteric obstruction in hormone-refractory disease should be considered a terminal event (58). While a remission with nephrostomy drainage or stents might be useful for the younger man, the imposition of these is rarely justified in the elderly.

Conclusion and Recommendations

Elderly patients with prostate cancer should be carefully evaluated. The choice of therapy for localized prostate cancer should be guided by patient life expectancy considerations and the ability to tolerate treatment. Elderly men are more likely to be left without treatment, since the potential benefits of therapy are small and watchful waiting is a reasonable alternative. Further studies are needed to prospectively investigate patient preferences, quality of life and survival in elderly prostate cancer patients. Meanwhile, physicians need to consider life expectancy and the quality of life in making screening, staging and treatment choices. Decisions based on age alone are likely to result in a reduced cure potential or compromised quality of life in elderly men with this disease. Physicians responsible for the management of prostate cancer patients should always bear in mind that rigid formulae seldom provide solutions and that management strategies should be individualized.
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